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F23 is Go! Plus, internships, Atomic job opening, a Fedora book, and ? systemd total conversion.[2]

Linux Voice looks back at Fedora Core 1 [3]

Linux Voice magazine periodically releases older issues of their magazine under a CC-BY-SA
license so the entire Linux community can read, share and use the articles they publish (they
also donate 50% of their profits to the Free Software community).Today, they released Issue
12 of Linux Voice under the CC-BY-SA license, nine months after the release of the magazine
back in February.
Of particular interest to Fedora users is at the end of their Distro Hopper segment, they take a
look at our first ever release ? Fedora Core 1. While obviously a little dated, with the release
of Fedora 23 so close, there is also a review of Fedora 21. The issue also features an interview
with systemd developer Lennart Poettering.

Fedora 23 Reaches Gold, Launches on November 3 [4]

The Red Hat developers have finally greenlit the launch of Fedora 23 and it looks like the new
version will finally arrive on November 3, the date that was previously tracked.

Changes To Look Forward To With Next Week's Fedora 23 [5]

Fedora 23 Met By Another "No-Go" Today [6]

$0.31 EPS Expected for Red Hat This Quarter (NYSE:RHT) [7]

Wall Street brokerages expect that Red Hat (NYSE:RHT) will post $0.31 earnings per share
for the current quarter, according to Zacks Investment Research. Nine analysts have provided
estimates for Red Hat?s earnings. The highest EPS estimate is $0.32 and the lowest is $0.30.
Red Hat posted earnings of $0.30 per share in the same quarter last year, which suggests a
positive year-over-year growth rate of 3.3%. The firm is expected to issue its next earnings
results on Thursday, December 17th.

Worth Watching Stocks: Red Hat Inc (NYSE:RHT), NXP Semiconductors NV (NASDAQ:NXPI), salesforce.com, inc.
(NYSE:CRM) [8]

Ceph community creates board to drive open source storage software [9]

The Ceph Community, an open-source object and file cloud storage stack, has formed an
advisory board that will work in governance with the community.
The Ceph Advisory Board will assist the community in driving open-source software-defined
storage technology, and in collaborating with the community?s technical and user committees.
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